
Questions re. DOT permitted ATV road crossings:

There are two DOT-permitted ATV crossings in Colebrook:

#1: 145 Merrill St. and Lombard St., shown by red balloon with black dot inside.

The ATV map to the left
shows four possible 
crossings. Route 3 
curves in and out on the 
west side of the map.
Please confirm that only
the Hughes Rd. crossing
shown on the west half 
of the map is permitted 
by DOT, and that 
Routes 3, 26, and 145 
are State roads at the 
crossing locations 
shown.

Please confirm that the 
ATV crossing by 
Diamond Peaks Motel 
and Country Store is the
permitted crossing 
described by DOT as 
NH 26, 26 Josie Rd.:



The crossing in Colebrook shown below is in use by ATVs. Please confirm that this is not a location 
permitted by DOT.



DOT’s list of ATV-permitted crossings lists one crossing in Berlin, .456 miles east of the Milan town 
line on NH-110. This appears to be the faintly marked Nansen Wayside where no ATV crossing is 
shown. DOT’s list does not include two crossings on Route 110, northwest of Berlin, the crossing in 
Berlin, which may be a bridge, or the Presidential Rail Trail crossing at the bottom of the map, which 
may also be a bridge or underpass. The list also does not include a crossing on 110-B in Milan. Please 
confirm that none of the five crossings circled on the map below are permitted by DOT, and if Routes 
16 and 110, at the locations crossed, are State roads.



The Nansen Wayside Park is just north of the Milan-Berlin boundary.

ATV trail crossings are at
the cursor below and at the
M in W. Milan Rd.,
on Route 110.

Are the crossings
below the ones
shown on the
Google Earth
section above?



Gorham ATV Presidential Rail Trail
crossing of Route 116 at cursor. 
Rail Trail is a faint grey line 
running north and east of the 
Androscoggin River. This is a 
bridge. Does DOT need to permit 
bridges associated with Rail Trails?

DOT lists two 
ATV  
permitted 
crossings of 
Route 3 in 
Pittsburg; Fern
Drive, and 
Spooner Road 
near Buck 
Rub. Cursor 
shows 
Spooner Rd. 



ATV map shows four ATV trail crossings of Route 3: The two center ones appear to be the ones 
permitted by DOT. The northernmost one at Danforth Road, and the Corridor A crossing just east of 
Pittsburg, appear to be un-permitted. Please confirm that these are road crossing requiring permits from
DOT which have not been issued.



DOT lists no permitted ATV trail crossing in Dummer. The ATV trail map shows a crossing of Route 
16 shown below. Please confirm that this crossing is of a State road and not permitted by DOT.
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